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The Secret Language of Relationships shows how astrology can craft a relationship profile between any
two individuals born during any fourteen days of the year. The result is an indispensable guide to getting
the most out of every relationship.weeks,” showing the personality characteristics for each period.The
bestselling companion book to the groundbreaking THE TRICK Language of Birthdays, The Secret
Language of Relationships offers a fascinating look into why we are drawn to certain people.
Goldschneider divides the year into 48 “ With an incredible 1,176 combos of personalities, you can better
understand any romantic relationship in your life.Beautifully illustrated and designed, the Secret Language
series is sure to delight a fresh generation of astrology enthusiasts and all of the people who are thinking
about better understanding themselves and the people about them.
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Amazing! Wonderful book! I had lots of fun reading about my romantic relationship with one particular
in my lifestyle, not just my significant other, but my siblings, parents, along with my friends. I found that
the descriptions of relationships between several weeks of birth to target an excessive amount of on the
adverse but even so, the personality descriptions reveal traits and inclinations that will give you
goosebumps with their 'bullseye' accuracy. A Trip in a half This book is crazy good. It is hard to describe
how remarkably accurate it is.There was a man years ago, that I felt an overwhelming link with and I
couldn't understand it; to the stage where I thought I'd proceed mad and I almost did.browse it'.I take
advantage of to reget that relationship and today I don't any more.I just wish that I had undertood it better
back then.And now with this publication;, and their impact on personality and interactions, you must read
this publication.e. the best relationship astrology book on the net There are a lot of other reviews of this
book that all say a comparable thing therefore i also recommend you also read them and see how similar
the opinions are approximately the accuracy and usefulness of the book. Finally, for each subtype it offers
"best" combination for like, marriage, work, parent-child, etc. And also, you will discover the in-depth
descriptions of character traits chillingly accurate." That is, there are 3 types within each indication and 2
covering cusp personality types on either end of the indication (i.I know that it may audio crazy but I
believe that the info in this book is worth that. Pisces-Aries Cusp, Aries I, II, II and Aries-Taurus Cusp).The
start of the book provides a strikingly-accurate 2-page description of every subtype and then continues on
to cover each and every possible relationship mix of any two of the given subtypes. The authors dedicate
a half-page for every conceivable combination. A must have! You won't put it down until you've examine
and analyzed every personal relationship you tell members of your loved ones, friends, and co-workers.
This will come in very convenient when dealing with strange and/or tough dynamics in Existence &
Madonna, is named "The Greatest Love of most"). It's one-of-a-kind and the author is actually gifted to
possess accurately captured the astrological implications of these relationships. Find out about your own
week of birth and its own corresponding traits and you might find yourself chuckling or weeping as it will
reveal not only your quirky, magnetic qualities however your deep-seated fears and inhibitions.I have go
through and researched many many books on relationships within astrology. It is important to remember
that what combination works best in "love" often will not often work in relationship! I thoroughly
enjoyed this buy.It may not end up being 100% accurate, but it's as close as I have seen in any
publication. If you would like better you will need to have someone do a birth chart for every of you..This
book has proven to be so intriguing that you will find it being passed around to friends, people at the job,
at a party...and they'll all love it. It's quite amusing and amazing what titles the authors come up with for a
huge selection of pages of various combos. It was a roll of the dice that was in my own favor! Quick
reference book This book is more of a reference book.. Simply astounding.. In addition to the chart is easy
to use!80% . I could only say 'Buy it.. Would purchase it again.. Will certainly add insight into your
romantic relationship..this is the part that was not accurate. I would recommend this book... I adore this
book! Interesting book!handy over the years. Secret Language Interesting reads but finding the right
pages can be tough to navigate, and the web page finder menus in leading correlate to incorrect
webpages, otherwise it’s okay, I got the hang of it, and the reserve was in great state. Every combo has a
unique "name" this is the astrologer's take on the kind of romantic relationship (i.. It’s fun to learn about
myself compared to all the interactions in my lifestyle, and fun to pull out at parties. If you have any
curiosity at all in astrology, numerology, etc. Definitely a must have for anyone thinking about astrology...
I came across this to be a fascinating read.. I came across this publication to be extremely accurate.
Interesting take. Short to be an astrologer yourself or having a professional doing all your charts, this
reserve is REFERENCE CLASS for looking at relationship astrology. Really acurate! The accuracy is nearly
creepy accurate. I am cross referencing dates before I obtain terribly committed to a relationship.e. This
book may be the most accurate and extensive that I have seen to date as the book breaks down each sign



into 5 "subtypes. Very insightful, and remarkably accurate!The descriptions are mostly devoted to
romantic relationships, but there are also some short descriptions of work relationships and family
relationships (parent-child or even sibling) within most of the combinations. It has a small "cheat sheet"
area …. Astrology entertains me, and so did this. You can compare and contrast your sign with those in
your daily life. After reading this publication comparing our dates and reading what it designed, the
connection was actual and there had been something truly effective there.. This book was very well
written and very well researched. The inside cover of the publication provides a useful cross section with
pages to enable the reader to quickly find a combo for any relationship.says "best in marriage/ worst
marriage/best as friends etc"... It's almost creepy how accurate that is . I cannot recommend this book
extremely enough.! It was in ver good condition which exceeded my objectives!! Fun book! I purchased
this publication used at a great price and was very happy with the condition. A helpful tool. A good
reference tool. one relationship between two Leo subtypes, with the real-world exemplory case of Sean
Penn & Associations. Great Book! revealing.
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